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Cover Photo: Montauk Lighthouse © Dave Curtin - davecurtinphotography.com. Authorized by the second congress under President George Washington
in 1792, the Montauk Point Lighthouse stands as the oldest lighthouse in New York State. Built in 1796, it was designated a National Historic Landmark
in 2012 and plays frequent host to wedding ceremonies and other special events. It is the fourth oldest active lighthouse in the United States and its light
can be seen from a distance of 19 nautical miles. Stop by for a tour today and be sure to visit its privately-run museum located in the 1860 Keepers’ house.
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LIVE LIKE A

Local

T

here are 31 days in August, but somehow it feels like the
shortest month of the year. In August the sunset sinks below

8pm and bikinis go on sale, but spirits stay high. We’re all trying to
lap up the dog days!
At this point in the season, we each call the bartenders by name
and have established our favorite stretch of sand on the beach, so my
best recommendation for your August agenda is to DO SOMETHING
NEW. This past weekend my girlfriends and I made the trek over the
strip to have dinner at Moby’s in East Hampton.
For a Montauk kid, half the battle is just getting there and back,
so we were rather proud of ourselves for having successfully hitched
a ride on the Hampton Hopper. If you haven’t hopped aboard that
turquoise school bus you have seen wandering around town, buy a
day pass! The staff is friendly and will text you directly to arrange
pick up/drop off at a number of prime East End stops. On board we
were gifted with free fold up sunnies and Vita Coco samples (gotta

MORE
LUXURY
FOR LESS

WORTH
A VISIT

SHOP AMAZING
D E S I G N E R B R A N D S AT
I N C R E D I B L E VA L U E S .

hand it to them, these guys are committed to keeping the Hamptons
hydrated each summer).
When we got there, the backyard vibe at Moby’s was reminiscent
of Ruschmeyer’s in its golden days—the days when you could
wander up on to the lawn and sip your drink next to Josh Hartnett

Alyson Brown
Assistant Editor

hiding under his hoodie, or snuggle under the iconic teepee. We all
know those days are no more. What you’ll find at Ruschmeyer’s now

S H O P AMA ZI N G
D ES I G N ER B R AN DS AT
I N C R E D I B L E VA LU E S .

is an unwarranted line, and an embarrassing sand pit full of party
hopefuls who can barely get a drink while waiting to be called inside.
Moby’s is everything we miss about nightlife in Montauk. It is
casual yet sophisticated, and sports a quaint fire pit where you can
enjoy notable cocktails worthy of our review in this issue. Absolutely
worth the trip from Montauk and points west.

UP TO 65% OFF RETAIL 100% OF THE TIME

If you’re not a drinker, or are in the market for a family-style
first, check out Duryea’s Lobster Deck in Montauk. Duryea’s fish
market has been headquartered in Montauk for about 80 years and,
until last year’s renovation, the weathered deck was evidence of
its history. Here you can enjoy a lobster roll or pop into Outeast

BROOKLYN | LONG ISLAND | MANHATTAN
N E W J ERS E Y | Q U EEN S | PH I L A D ELPH IA

C21STORES.COM

Gallery to check out the local art exhibited there.
Whatever your pick, check out something new in the Hamptons
before Labor Day hits and the real labor of the fall work schedule
steals your summer spirit (and tan)!
Cheers,

Alyson

UP TO 65% OFF RETAIL 100% OF THE TIME

BROOKLYN | LONG ISLAND | MANHATTAN | NEW JERSEY | QUEENS | PHILADELPHIA
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A Butler's M

These Hamptons
delicacies will
bring a taste of
summer into your
home all year
round

Moby's

I

n almost every sense, Labor Day is a kind
of “last hurrah”—it signals the last summer
party, the return of the regular work-week,
and the early harbinger of New York’s famously
cruel winters. Since it’s a time of transition,
we’ve compiled a multi-functional issue that
recognizes the best of the Hamptons and the
city, easing your conversion back to real life, but
celebrating the glory of another “best summer
ever” in the Hamptons.
As you prepare for a return to city life, we’ve
compiled several features that will soften the
move, like a dining article on where to find
some of your favorite East End eateries at their
Manhattan locations, including fan-favorites
Bobby Van’s and Red Stix. Before you go, our
Homegrown in the Hamptons special feature
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Duck Walk Vineyard

will have you stopping by local hotspots to
pick up a case of Wolffer wine, or a packet of
Southampton Fudge to bring back with you.
These Hamptons delicacies will bring a taste of
summer into your home all year round.
In fashion, our men’s and women’s shopping
features cover the hottest trends in Fall Fashions
and Back to City Style to keep you covered and
layered as the autumn chill sets in, and to ease
you back into city style, which is a bit sharper
and edgier than your summer duds. Our
Season Switchover style guides curate the best
transitional pieces on the market, identifying
the highlights of a notoriously difficult buy-now,
wear-now season in the fashion world.
In a continued last-ditch effort to make
sure you’ve crossed all the must-dos off your

Hamptons bucket-list, our Hamptons Heights
feature focuses on four of the most extreme
upward-bound experiences before your only high
will be the view of Manhattan’s skyscrapers.
From paragliding to balloon rides, snag a
reservation at one of these once-in-a-lifetime
views before you leave!
Our cocktail feature this month identifies
the best locations for the Before Dinner Bar
Scene, for a quick drink overlooking the water
or a handmade cocktail creation. For other
Hampton’s insider information, we’ve picked the
brain of Adam Miller, the General Manager of
East Hampton’s Bay Kitchen Bar and BKB
in NYC, for his insight into the restaurant
scenes in both places.
Our tour of the Hamptons concludes in

Water Mill, the central jewel of the hamlets,
conveniently located on Route 27 and offering
some of the best East End offerings in
restaurants, museums, and other stops. Our final
Hidden Hamptons article stops at A Butler’s
Manor, a beautiful bed & breakfast that would
make an excellent fall weekend getaway spot…
(hint hint). Our artist spotlight this issue lands
on Barbara Thomas, daughter of renowned
children’s illustrator and accomplished artist
in her own right. She is well-known in the
Hamptons and around the East Coast for her
commissioned works of houses, golf courses,
gardens, and other notable properties.
As you shake the sand from your shoes and
pack up your fedora, we want to thank you again
for spending your summer with us. Until next
season!
Written by Alexandra Hanken

APÉRITIFS
please

A

fter a day in the sun, there’s nothing
better to usher in an evening than a
single drink before dinner—or perhaps
two or three. From fine wines to cocktails to
liqueurs on the rocks, these four restaurant bars
are the places to do just that.
Tucked on a quiet back street in East Hampton,
Fresno is a quiet escape from the bustle of the
Hamptons, its shady back patio the perfect place
to relax after a sunbaked day and sip an aperitif
before the night picks up. Designed to whisk
its diners away with the natural sophistication
of a wine region, the space could easily look at
home in Napa Valley or Provence, hung with
chandeliers inside and fairy lights on its back
patio by the gardens; its wine menu is equally
impressive, having received Wine Spectator’s
Award of Excellence for the past decade. Whites,
reds, and pinks hail from Italy, Spain, France,
and America, including a few from Long Island.
Additionally, there’s a small but impeccable
cocktail menu: a meyer lemon cosmo with
cranberry and lime, a rosemary lemontini, or
a Ruby Rita with Sauza and blood orange. (8
Fresno Place, East Hampton)
Unlike other parts of the Hamptons,
Amagansett has always had a surprising dearth
of restaurant options, which is one of the many
reasons Moby’s opened last year to roaring
success. Chic and white-washed, it not only looks
the part of a Hamptons mainstay, but it has the
menu for it too with a small Italian selection
including wood-fired pizzas to die for. But Moby’s
is also known for its bar scene that gets going
in the early evening and continues late into the
night, especially once the tiki torches turn on
out back. There are a few bottled craft beers to
choose from, but the real draw here is the house
rosé on tap for $15 a glass, as well as the classy
cocktails. There’s a rendition of a margarita
done with honey, lime, and smoked sea salt; an
Aperol spritz with Mionetto organic Prosecco;
and Moby’s Punch with tea-infused gin, Pimms,
honey, lemon, and ginger. (341 Pantigo Road,
East Hampton)

These four Hamptons
restaurant bars are prime
spots for a pre-dinner tipple
18 HAMPTONSMONTHLY

Laid-back and lively, Italian bistro Serafina is
the place to go for a casual start to an evening. As
the sun goes down, head through the restaurant’s
big French doors and grab a seat on the buzzy

Moby's

patio. The menu foregoes anything too advanced
in lieu of staple drinks poured stiff—which, in a
land where even drink menus are often seasonal,
is a welcome comfort. There are fruity martinis,
mojitos, and margaritas and a clementineflavored cosmo. But for those feeling slightly
fancy, the signature Serafina champagne cocktail
is the order of the day, with pear Grey Goose, St.
Germain, and fresh raspberries topped off with
bubbly. (104 North Main Street, East Hampton)
Given the success of Manhattan’s Bowery
Hotel, it comes as no surprise that hotelier Sean
MacPherson’s Hamptons creation, Crow’s Nest
Inn, is the hotel of choice for the coolly discreet
older set. A hipster version of New England
Americana, the inn is set right on Montauk Bay,
making its restaurant a watering hole for guests
and non-guests alike (anyone in want of a good
drink and a good view, really). Everything on
the menu is conveniently marked with a glass
type so you know exactly what you’re in for, be
it the Pamplemousse Spritz (wine glass), vodkabased Watermelon Cooler (long), or Encanto Piña
with banana-infused pisco, pineapple syrup,
and Montauk Driftwood Ale (tiki goblet). Or,
for drinkers who prefer to go straight-no-chaser,
there’s an extensive list of apéritifs, digestifs,
whiskies, mezcals, and tequilas as well. (4 Old
West Lake Dr., Montauk)
Written By Gabrielle Lipton

EAST END EATS
20 HAMPTONSMONTHLY

Bringing its phenomenal seafood fare from East
Hampton to the Upper East Side, Bay Kitchen
Bar—or BKB, as it’s commonly known—opened
in February to glowing reviews. Run by the
father-and-son duo of Eric and Adam Miller, the
restaurant has kept its recipe that’s worked so well
in the Hamptons: a nautical white, blue, and wood
design scheme (sans tablecloths) and top-quality
seafood and meats served with a Mediterranean
flair. Those accustomed to a Jitney ride first will
be pleased to find the restaurant’s hand-shucked
lobster roll done just as wonderfully here as out by
Gardiners Bay, along with ceviches, a raw bar, and
day boat scallops that have been hailed as one of
the best new dishes in the city. (73rd St. nr. Second
Ave.)

HAMPTONS MAINSTAY
RESTAURANTS ARE POPPING
UP ALL OVER THE CITY

I

f there was any question about the finesse of the Hamptons dining scene, the
fact that its restaurants have been foraying into Manhattan with flying colors
should suffice t o a nswer. F rom T ribeca t o Yorktown, t hese r estaurants h ave
island hopped from the East End to Manhattan, bringing their favored fare in tow.
First opened in Bridgehampton in 2001, Almond is everything a go-to neighborhood
restaurant should be: unpretentious, charming, failsafe. With its market-fresh bistro
fare and Wes Anderson-esque design, it became such a hit in the Hamptons that
when it opened in Manhattan’s Flatiron district in 2008, it already had a crowd of
loyal diners, and now there’s a third Almond in Tribeca, too. Fans like Hilary Clinton
and Bradley Cooper are known to try and blend in here, and who could blame them?
The menu has everything: grilled peach and prosciutto salad, lamb chops with house
made merguez with an interpretation of couscous made from cauliflower, multiple
types of croque sandwiches, a popular raw bar. But despite its clout, owners Eric
Lemonides and Jason Weiner are determined to keep the restaurant good-humored,
hence the five types of cheese fries on the menu, and a special happy hour menu
served daily from 4:00 to 6:00, delightfully called “inbetweenskies.” (22nd St. nr.
Broadway; Franklin Street nr. Greenwich St.)

Of the many good things to be born out of the
summer of 1969, Bobby Van’s restaurant in
Bridgehampton was one of them, a bohemian
joint where Long Island’s creative types regularly
gathered to whisper the island’s gossip over steaks
and seafood in the wicker chaired dining room.
Fast forward 20 years, and it was sold to a group
of Manhattanite restaurateurs, who have now
bloomed the restaurant into a small empire of
steakhouses in the city, with a flagship location on
Park Avenue and other dining rooms in east and
west Midtown, Times Square, and the Financial
District. Expect the classic steakhouse menu served
by a staff renowned for its manners as choice as the
meat cuts: porterhouse, bone-in rib eye, filets, and
even a selection of Italian chicken and veal dishes,
rounded out with seafood entrees and an awardwinning wine list. (Park Ave. nr. 45th St.)
When Midtown’s legendary Chin Chin restaurant
shuttered last year, the grief among fine-Chinese
lovers was audible, but thankfully brief. Just
before the start of 2015, Water Mill’s celebritybeloved Red Stix restaurant stepped in and
opened its second location in Chin Chin’s former
space, picking up right where it left off. In a dining
room mildly updated with leather banquettes and
new art, Red Stix’s kitchen is headed by Chinese
chef James “Skinny” Mei, whose Beijing-inspired
fare ranges from satays and dumplings to drunken
sea bass, nine seasons spicy prawns, and Peking
chicken and duck. For a comprehensive sampling,
there’s a chef’s tasting menu, though no diner can
leave without trying the hand-pulled noodles. (49th
St. nr. Second Ave.)
Written By Gabrielle Lipton

DINING SPOTLIGHT

Interview

Congratulations on the success you and your
group are having with the BKB brand! It’s
not every day the evolution of a restaurant
starts in the Hamptons and then heads west—
although Red Stixs in Southampton also
recently made a similar move. Do you suspect
we’re seeing the birth of a trend?
I think that because so many restaurants out
East are focused on a seasonal crowd, they don’t
see their concept working in the city at first. Once
you build up a strong following in the Hamptons,
you realize you can make a year-round concept
in the city. There are so many great places in the
Hamptons. It speaks to how great the Hamptons
culinary scene is and what talented chefs we have
out here.
Can you describe what exactly about Bay
Kitchen Bar in East Hampton inspired such a
move? Was this always a plan or did something
happen in the Hamptons that planted a seed?
We realized that some of the foods we love, like
hard shell lobster and oysters, are in season in the
colder months so we aren’t able to offer them at
Bay in East Hampton. I don’t think you can really
plan a roll-out, you need to see how your concept is
received and when you have a winner, go with it.
The success of our first summer led us to believe
this would be a good concept to replicate. We only
wish there were more days in the week so we could
expand faster!
Can you elaborate on what particular items
(if any) have carried over from East Hampton
to NYC? Seafood clearly drives the East
End menu—is oceanic fare as critical to the
identity of your Manhattan branch?

BAY KITCHEN BAR
Since the start of the 2014 season, Bay Kitchen Bar in East Hampton has found
success. Its menu, beverage selection and killer sunset view has scored with the
public, still running in its sophomore year. How well has the restaurant done? It’s
opened a second location…in Manhattan. We checked with GM Adam Miller to see
what it takes to go and grow west from the Hamptons...
22 HAMPTONSMONTHLY

Both are sea-to-table concepts for sure, and many
dishes rolled over like our lobster roll, pan-roasted
fluke, burger and raw bar selections. Although
seafood-centric, we really try to appeal to whatever
the diner is in the mood for that day, whether a full
multi-course meal with a raw bar tower and the
works, a glass of Sancerre and nice roast chicken,
or a simple burger and beer. We have all of that
under one roof.
One of the East Hampton location’s top draws
are its cocktails—but a quick peek of the
BKB NYC menu reveals a very different list

of choices. Is there a plan behind adding or
moving to/from what works super-well out
east?
We didn’t want to do the same exact cocktails at
both locations so there’s some variety between
the two restaurants. People want different things
whether they’re coming from their boat, a relaxing
day at the beach or the bustling city streets.
Restaurants are expected to have a good cocktail
program these days. Bringing our Beverage
Director Maura McGuigan on board has been a
great addition. We believe that the drinks should
be on par with the food, and she makes a lot of
bitters, infusions, and orgeat in-house using old
school and state-of-the-art techniques. So you can
also count on us for a great Manhattan or Gimlet
as well.
Let’s suppose it’s almost Labor Day, and I’ve
yet to grab a bite at Bay Kitchen Bar in the
Hamptons: what perfectly paired dish and
drink must I absolutely try before leaving the
East End at the season's close?
That’s the last couple weeks of soft shell crab
season, so you have to try our Soft Shell Crab
special with a Hotel Paradise cocktail, served in a
ceramic tiki glass that’s shaped like a shark head.
Now we’re in Manhattan, the very next day,
and I’m at BKB NYC for the very first time—
what paired drink and dish should be my
introduction to your newest spot?
If you haven’t tried our Lobster Roll, get it here.
It brings the feeling of the Hamptons to the city
with fresh-shucked lobster and a light dressing.
Our new Beatrix Kiddo cocktail with mezcal and
tequila, yuzu, honey, and blackberry cordial is a
great way to bid the summer farewell.
The final question: Bay Kitchen Bar is very
well-known for its magnificent sunsets—but
of course, in the city such a view is hard to
come by! What would you say is the most
exciting visual you might see while dining at
BKB NYC?
At BKB, watching Maura in action behind the bar
as she stirs up cocktails and tests new recipes as
well as popping downstairs to check out our open
kitchen both offer great views!
Written By Ian Shapiro

FALL COLLECTIONS INSPIRED BY THE CITY

C

ity style requires a little more
attention than summer style
in the Hamptons: things are a
little more formal, more fitted,
and more put-together, just like
how life at home is a little more
structured than summer vacation.
As you start to button your life
back up, we’ve put together a style
guide to trends that will keep you
city-ready while taking with you
some of that effortless summer
style.

BACK
TO CITY
STYLE
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John Varvatos cites his view
of Central Park as his inspiration
for his Fall collection, minding,
in particular, a favorite portrait
of Bob Dylan shot in the park in
1965. In the portrait, Varvatos
says Bob Dylan looks like the
contemporary young man of today,
and his collection emulates the
bold comfort of that modern style.
The Motor City Jean certainly
relates to its casual summer
cousin, but a hard front crease
and slash pockets add a hint of
suiting sophistication, easing
the transition back to workwear.
($398,
johnvarvatos.com).
Unsurprisingly, leather stays
in style for Fall, but although
Varvatos’ Utility Pocket Bomber
is rebel-inspired, his version
features a luxe, preppier edition.
Rich, broken-in goat suede is
accented with snaps for a clean
edition of the classic jacket. ($898,
johnvarvatos.com)
Brunello
Cucinelli’s
fall
designs are a paradoxical take
on fashion: combining the formal
and the casual in one cohesive
collection. Designed to pair, the
collection combines light t-shirts
with tailored suits, or cashmere
coats with comfortable jogging

pants. For a lighter take on
the down jacket, a sleeveless
reversible quilted vest features
Prince of Wales wool in a delicate
watch plaid on one side, and a light
textured grey on the other, for easy
layering over a formal sweater
or with a long-sleeve lightweight
tee ($2960, brunellocucinelli.
com). Soft grey suede sneakers
with
complementary
creamcolored laces feel as appropriate
at a dinner party as they do on
a weekend stroll, showing the
versatility of Brunello’s aesthetic.
($830, brunellocucinelli.com)
As the weather starts to cool,
Scoop wants to make sure you’re
still looking hot. The Stone Island
Field Jacket combines the cool look
of a wax jacket with the warmth of
a parka, all in a fitted flattering
design. ($1350, scoop.com) For a
different take on fall casuals, skip
the denim. Adriano Goldschmied’s
Graduate Flint Grey Pant is as
comfortable as chinos with a
perfectly autumnal neutral hue.
($178, scoop.com) As you retire
your flip-flops and slip back into
shoes, Scoop’s wide selection of
sharp Paul Smith socks will keep
your feet happy. ($35, scoop.com)
Michael Kors fall collection
has it all, from statement
pieces to everyday staples alike.
For transitional weather, the
Chambray blazer has all the
refinement of fine suiting with the
light casual feel of denim ($247
from $495, michaelkors.com).
For added warmth without the
bulk of a coat, the Zip-Front Wool
Jacket fits like a great hoodie, in
sophisticated ribbed wool. ($88.50
from $295, michaelkors.com)
Written By Alexandra Hanken

SEASON SWITCHOVER
T H E H O T T E S T T R E N D S A S T H E W E AT H E R S TA R T S T O C O O L

Daniel Gale Sotheby’s International Realty knows

Luxury

and we also know The East End.
Let us be your local real estate experts.

SUEDE
SNEAKERS
Retire the lightweight
canvas of summer and
invite a richer fabric
into your shoe closet.
Tom Ford’s Orford
sneaker comes in a
variety of colors for
the leather accent,
all overlaid over a
neutral suede. The
leather stripe gives an
athletic feel, while the
clean lines and luxe
fabrics make them
nice enough to wear to
dinner. ($790, tomford.
com)

WINDBREAKERS

TRENCHCOAT

No longer for athletic
warm-ups or the 90s,
windbreakers have
taken on a modern
twist with the same
windproof fabric that
keeps you warm and
dry. K-Way’s Claude
Klassic Jacket has a
stylish signature stripe
down the zipper, and
a back storm flap for
airflow. ($54, eastdane.
com)

Nothing is more
iconic than a great
trenchcoat, and
Mackintosh is
synonymous with
the style. Their
partnership with
J.Crew this fall brings
three different styles,
including a short
trench and a chambray
edition. Our favorite
is the traditional
Dunkeld, which
combines Mackintosh’s
signature rain-proof
fabric with the trench
style. ($995, jcrew.com)

SHAWL-COLLAR
SUIT
As summer dinner
parties transition to fall
galas, give your suit a
sleek update. Spotted
all over the Oscars’
red-carpet this season,
the shawl collar evokes
a classic smoking jacket
and a vintage style. Suit
Supply’s Blue Plain
Tuxedo has a silk-covered
version of the collar, and
a head-turning patterned
velvet suit. ($599,
suitsupply.com)

Cutchogue • 631.734.5439
Greenport • 631.477.0013
Mattituck • 631.298.0300
Shelter Island • 631.749.1155
danielgale.com
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Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated. We are pledged to provide equal opportunity for housing to any
prospective customer or client, without regard to race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin.
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The Douglas/Matos Team
“Clean and fresh, but
never overpowering. ”

at The Corcoran Group

Burberry

Approach S6 Watch

Men's Brit Toilette Spray

Garmin

Rue La La

Ranked among the top 1,000 agents nationwide
for the highest average sales price - WSJ 2015

Buy. Sell. Rent. Invest.

Elise S. Douglas
Lic. Assoc. R.E. Broker
917.864.0440
elise.douglas@corcoran.com

“A special-edition
take on one of the
most iconic golf
bags out there.”
Jones Highliander
Golf Bag
Bonobos
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RLX Ralph Lauren
Golf Trousers
Mr. Porter

“Founded in
course is an ex18pe91, t his hist or ic
rience in itself.
”
Shinnec
ock

Hills Gol
f Club
200 Tuck
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., Southam
pton

Real estate agents affiliated with The Corcoran Group are independent contractor sales associates and are not employees of The Corcoran Group. Equal Housing Opportunity. The Corcoran Group is a licensed real estate broker. All information furnished regarding property
for sale or rent or regarding financing is from sources deemed reliable, but Corcoran makes no warranty or representation as to the
accuracy thereof. All property information is presented subject to errors, omissions, price changes, changed property conditions, and
withdrawal of the property from the market, without notice. All dimensions provided are approximate. To obtain exact dimensions, Corcoran advises you to hire a qualified architect or engineer. 88 Main St., Southampton, NY 11968 | 631.283.7300

Cristina Matos
Lic. Assoc. R.E. Broker
631.766.3378
cristina.matos@corcoran.com
Spanish and Portuguese speaking

F

all on the East End is an irony—with
some of the best weather of the entire
year, September is void of the crowds but
resplendent with summer’s last gasp of warmth
and relaxation. Whether or not you’re lucky
enough to be able to soak up any of September
in the Hamptons, it is easy to emulate summer’s
last glow in your fashion wardrobe. Seek styles
that show off fall’s color trends, but that still nod
to the breezy fabrics and skimpier styles you wore
all summer. A notoriously challenging fashion
season, pre-fall rises to the buy-now, wear-now
challenge of switching seasons. Here are a few
tips to keep you on trend and temperaturecontrolled.

TRANSITIONAL
TRENDS
Styles to Carry Your
Summer Glow Through
September
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Ramy Brook - Emma Top

Elie Tahari’s famously structured fashions
will keep you looking good year-round, but his
pre-fall collection this year was specifically
inspired by the new Whitney Museum in
downtown Manhattan (which you’ll be sure to
visit when you return to the city). The play of
proportions in the architecture inspired him to
think about mixed materials—laser-cut accents,
contrasting fabrics, and blurred pattern prints.
The North Cropped Blouse in lace offers a seethrough hem and sleeves reminiscent of peek-aboo summer dresses with enough structure and
class to wear over slacks to work or lunch. ($298,
elietahari.com) The Adriano Coat’s summery
white hue isn’t its only versatile feature—a
functional zipper at the waist allows you to
transform the mid-length topper into a cropped
jacket in a flash. ($498, elietahari.com)

Look city chic without sacrificing summer fun.
Ramy Brook’s looks are effortlessly glamorous,
perfect for a party or after-work cocktails. Her
bestselling silky Allyn Pants get a fall update
with a python-print belt at the waist, and are
light enough to pair with a layered sweater and
pumps or a breezy top. ($325, ramybrook.com)
Ramy is famous for her jumpsuits, and this
season is no exception. The Lulu one-shoulder
charmeuse jumpsuit is figure-flattering, and can
be paired with a blazer for chillier fall evenings.
($445, ramybrook.com)
It may not be the neons and florals of summer,
but Milly’s fall collection is still teeming with
prints that pop. Full of texture, the vibrant
designs range from a tea-length dress made of a
surprising mesh fabric, to a clean black neoprene
flute-pleated dress. Proving that fall can be fun,
Milly offers a new take on tweed, with the Couture
Tweed Fringe skirt. Woven through a basic black
and grey tweed base, surprising magenta, blue,
and purple threads end in fringed twists for a
feminine update on a classic fall fabric. ($300,
milly.com)
Written By Alexandra Hanken

Theory designs are consummate classics—goto pieces for the woman who likes to have the
right outfit for the occasion but who doesn’t dart
out to pick up the latest version of every trend.
The earthy tones of the pre-fall lookbook evoke
fall’s natural transition into darker colors while
offering enough warmth to complement your
summer tan. The Leather & Suede Shanrial
Skirt will set off your bare legs, but it’s autumnal
materials will look just as good over tights later
in the season. ($495, theory.com) A whole line of
transitional cashmere will keep you just warm
enough, without weighing you down with bulky
knits. Our favorite is the Tollie SS Sweater in
Bright Cassis, a berry red short sleeve sweater
with a sporty pocket. ($215, theory.com)
Ramy Brook - Lulu Jumpsuit

FASHION SPOTLIGHT

Interview

What was the inspiration behind
Glam&Go?
I’m a busy girl with frizzy hair and
I was planning my life and workouts
around my blowouts. My background is
in on-air hosting where I'd show up to
set with crazy hair, and in 15-minutes,
some dry shampoo, and a professional’s
expertise, I'd be camera ready. When I
was experiencing my own day-to-day life,
I thought, "why can't the greenroom be
where I need it most?" I contemplated it
further and thought "the women's locker
room really is every woman's greenroom—
why shouldn't hair (& soon makeup) be
here making beauty convenient?"
How many locations are there in NYC?
Where can they be found?
We have seven NYC locations within gyms,
boutique studios, office towers, and hotels.
We're everywhere from 85th & Madison
down to Wall Street, with ten more NYC
locations in the works. The idea is to make
great hair days affordable, accessible,
and easy; so for us to be as on the go as
our members, we need to be everywhere.
You can download our iOS app for exact
location details and hours.
What type of services do you offer?

GLAM&GO
EXPRESS STYLING BAR

Providing a superior, ultra-fast hair care experience for the busy NYC professional,
Glam&Go is an on-demand, mobile express styling business that promises to
make beauty convenient. Offering a premium blowout experience in locations like
gyms, boutique studios, residences, hotels, and at corporate towers, Glam&Go
leaves you with no excuse to not look your best. After all, who doesn’t have time
for a 15-minute styling session? Hamptons Monthly caught up with founder Erika
Wasser recently to learn more about her creative and convenient business…
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Unlimited Glambassador memberships
mean you can kiss bad hair days goodbye.
Membership rates start at $99/month.
On our a la carte menu, we have our
Signature Blowout (30 minutes/$40)
and our Express Style, a 15-minute
style session that starts on dry hair
for a blowout finish in half the time (15
minutes/$25).
How is the Glam&Go experience
different from going to your salon?
How does it differ from your
competitors?
We're where women need us most and
are the only service that’s about quality
results, time, and convenience. You're
busy, and frankly an hour blowout while
watching a chick-flick is great, but a

30-minute blowout with no additional
travel time is better. Our express style
mimics the green room experience and
takes only 15 minutes. It’s the extra
“oomph” of professional finesse that takes
air dried hair, or a post-yoga bun, and
turns them to glamorous locks without
tying up your schedule. Often a quick
professional 'touch up' is really all a
woman needs.
As for how do we differ? I think we deliver
the best blowouts, period. However, add
that to the speed, ease, and convenience—
our customers are usually raving fans.
What is the Glambassador experience?
What are the benefits of membership?
Glambassador memberships are, in
my opinion, God’s gift. Becoming a
Glambassador member comes with
unlimited services ($150/month for our
Blowout Membership, $99/month for
our Express Membership), access to all
Glam&Go locations in NY and Miami,
plus a key to our 'Fringe Benefits' perks
program with extras from our partners
like Exhale Spa to monthly offers from
curated brands we love. It takes great
hair days and turns them into a daily
luxury and occurrence.
What can we expect from Glam&Go in
the coming months?
Our brand new iOS app is launching on
September 9th, and we're growing! We're
planning to expand within New York and
Miami, and work hard to always increase
our membership and service offering.
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FASHION
INSPIRED
BY MUSIC

HAND-CHOSEN BY RUE LA LA'S FASHION DIRECTOR, JACKIE NASSER
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White & Warren

“This is the perfect transitional
dress! It’s summery in feel but
will look great with tall suede
boots come fall.”

Location!

Madewell
Printed Denim Mini Dress
Net-A-Porter

Tabitha Simmons
Blaze Embellished Suede Sandals
Net-A-Porter
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that is as versatile
+ fashionable as it is
comfortable. They are
expressive
pieces
for

layering
“Studio

to
Street
Wear”.
All made in the US.

Hamptons

Cashmere Travel Wrap

“I try to get away with wearing
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SEASON SWITCHOVER
T H E H O T T E S T T R E N D S A S T H E W E AT H E R S TA R T S T O C O O L

Sotto Sopra
Restaurant

231 Main Street
Amagansett, NY 11930

THE SKINNY
SCARF

OVER THE KNEE
BOOTS

CROPPED
TROUSERS

SPLIT BACK
SHIRT

The Mad Men craze
has brought back more
from the 1950s than
just the high-waisted
trend. The skinny scarf
is the next wave of
creative neckwear—tie
it in a bow for a loose
preppy look, or knot
it on the neck for
tied-up trendy. Better
yet, add it to your
hair as a headband to
prevent fly-aways. The
Burberry ExplodedCheck Mulberry Silk
Scarf will add a pop
of color and pattern
to any outfit, with a
signature silk look.
($150, Nordstrom.com)

This sexy style is back
for fall, and you don’t
have to wait for the
winter’s cold to wear
them. Pair Donald
Pliner’s Vannah
leather boot with a
jean or suede skirt for
a sassy transitional
look. ($329, on sale at
donaldjpliner.com)

It may be too warm
to wear the full
winter wardrobe, but
a cropped version of
a wool trouser is an
easy way to ease into
warmer looks. Celine’s
Cropped Trousers in
Diagonal Wool Drill
have a slimming wideleg for a high fashion
look for work or play.
($1600, celine.com)

Like the famed mullet
hairstyle, this top
could also be called
“business in the front,
party in the back,” and
the fall collections are
full of the surprising
trend. From the front,
the shirt appears a
basic style, while a
surprise back—from
cut-outs to pleats to
a dramatic cowl—
catches the eye and
leaves a subtly sassy
impression. Club
Monaco’s a.c.e. Belle
Top appears to be a
collared work shirt,
but reveals a dramatic
slit and pleating
in the back. ($202,
clubmonaco.com).
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Great Heights
FLYING High in the Hamptons

T

he summer season may be winding down, but there are still plenty of ways to enjoy a
summertime “high” in the Hamptons. The view from the beach is always a good one, but

sometimes, adding a little altitude can truly take your weekend to new heights. Here are four
of our favorite ways to take to the sky while visiting the East End:

Drift Away in a Hot Air Balloon

Soar Above It All in a Glider

For the most peaceful vistas and a dreamy sense
of perspective, nothing compares to the gentle
lift of a hot air balloon. These colorful, slowmoving globes navigate by the wind, something
each pilot is expertly trained to do; as a result,
no two rides are ever exactly the same, and views
can vary from the coastline to the mainland to
the ocean beyond. The rush of being up so high
is mitigated by the soothing sensation of being
lifted through the air by nothing more than a
breeze, and unlike some of the other high-flying
adventures described here, a hot air balloon is
a tranquil, almost meditative experience. We
won’t call the unbelievably romantic setting
the perfect place to propose, but boy is it close.
(balloonridesovernewyork.com; 800.611.1298)

If water-powered aircrafts don’t get you
enough height, consider a ride in a glider. They
look like planes, but gliders are engineless
aircrafts, towed to altitude by a plane and then
untethered for a smooth, sloping descent back
to earth that relies on air currents and the
navigational prowess of the pilot. Sky Sailors’
Soaring Seagull and Golden Eagle gliders are in
top-notch condition, and a flight includes your
first lesson in glider navigation, in case you’re
considering working towards your solo license.
Packages are available for solo flyers and
tandem rides; many include the option to take
the controls under the supervision of the pilot
and really get to know the feel of navigating
these silent, surprisingly zen-feeling aircrafts.
(skysailors.com; 631.288.5858)

Surf the Sky on a Flyboard
Closer to earth and a whole lot wetter is
Flyboard, a relatively new extreme sport worthy
of Marty McFly: yes, we’re talking hoverboards.
Water-powered hoverboards, to be precise,
tethered to a 60-foot hose and propelled both
above and below the surface of the water in
wildly acrobatic twists, spins, arcs, and dives.
The pros at Hampton Flyboard have been in
the game longer than most, and as native Long
Islanders, they’re also intimately familiar with
the area, meaning that their flyers get some
of the most comfortable settings possible for
this boundary-pushing sport. Flyboards look
difficult t o m aneuver, b ut H ampton F lyboard
asserts that most flyers are up within a matter
of minutes—then back down, beneath the
water, then back up, twisting into the sky, then
diving back down again. (hamptonflyboard.com;
631.604.8867)
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Experience the Rush of a Sky Dive
Since 1986, Skydive Long Island has been flying
jumpers as high as 13,500 feet, the highest
altitude jumps on Long Island, and letting them
leap from the plane. Their two turbine aircrafts
operate from Calverton Enterprise Airpark,
and are the only aviation use of the massive
10,000-foot runway, offering jumpers both
reliability and an intimate setting. Each jump
includes all necessary equipment; for first-time
jumpers, that also means a certified USPA
tandem instructor. Video packages to document
the experience are available, and include a
professional videographer who accompanies the
jumpers into the sky and records key moments
throughout the pre-jump, the jump itself, and
the exhilaration of landing safely back on earth.
When it comes to getting as close as possible
to the sky in the Hamptons, this is the way.
(skydivelongisland.com; 631.208.3900)
Written By Leah Blewett

DESTINATIONS FOR DELECTABLE LOCAL PRODUCTS

T

he East End boasts several highly
regarded, family-owned businesses
that have been serving their communities
and delighting summer visitors for years.
For excellent wines, fresh produce, bakery
items, terrific seafood, and scrumptious
sweets—not to mention ambience and
charm galore—look no further than our
recommendations below.
The 55-acre Wölffer Estate Vineyard
in Sagaponack is renowned for its
elegant, food-friendly wines and beautiful
grounds. One of its most popular features
is The Wine Stand, a charming spot
situated on a slight rise that offers a
relaxed, casual vibe and gorgeous views
of the vineyard, along with a full menu
of Wölffer wines and ciders. The Wine
Stand is open every day from 11 a.m. to
sunset—a great place to stop on the way
to or from the beach—but the best time
to visit might be during Sunset Fridays
and Saturdays, from 5 to 9 p.m. through
October. Bring your own blanket and
chill to live music, while enjoying wine,
cheese, and charcuterie as you watch a
spectacular sunset over the vineyard.
What could be more idyllic? (3312
Montauk Highway, 631.537.5106)

HOMEGROWN
in the hamptons
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A must-visit for anyone who loves topquality produce, prepared foods, and
baked goods, Round Swamp Farm is
a veritable East Hampton institution
(there’s also a newly opened outpost
in Bridgeport). This half-century-old,
family-owned market is a cornucopia
of delicious, locally grown and sourced
edibles, including just-caught seafood,
freshly baked muffins and pies, and fresh
produce grown right on the family’s 16acre farm out back. Wander through the
warm, homey environs of the compound’s
interconnected farm buildings, and
explore the tantalizing contents of each
counter, shelf, rack, and barrel. Whether
in search of meal fixings, prepared picnic
fare, or a satisfying snack, you will find

what you’re looking for, plus so much
more. (184 Three Mile Harbor Rd.,
631.324.4438)
In business since Perry Duryea Sr.
took it over in the 1930s, Duryea’s
Lobster Deck and Seafood Market
in Montauk has evolved into one of the
East End’s top outdoor dining spots, as
well as a wholesale and retail seafood
emporium. Offering casual lunch and
dinner seven days a week in season,
the Lobster Deck overlooks both Fort
Pond Bay and Gardiners Bay, so you can
admire the gorgeous views while enjoying
your fresh steamed lobsters, broiled fish
or other delicious menu items. For a
truly relaxing dinner, bring a bottle of
wine and savor the sunset with some
friends or a significant other. If you must
eat elsewhere, many of the Deck’s most
popular menu items are available in
the retail market to go, as well as fresh
lobsters, fish and shellfish. (65 Tuthill
Rd., 631.668.2410)
Dessert lovers, chocoholics, or anyone
in the mood for a sweet treat must
pay a visit to The Fudge Company
in Southampton. The family-owned
business, in operation for over 40 years,
features the largest selection of sweets
and frozen desserts in the East End.
Generations of vacationing families have
frequented the place for good reason.
Try one of the shop’s 30 flavors of ice
cream, fat-free frozen yogurt or sherbet
(including sugar-free choices), a delicious
way to cool down on a hot day. Or sample
the homemade fudge the company is
named for, in traditional flavors or more
exotic choices like jamocha mudslide.
Another favorite is traditional salt
water taffy, in an assortment of flavors.
Chocolate items include truffles, covered
pretzels, caramels, and s’mores, and
there’s old-fashioned penny candy for
the nostalgic-minded. (67 Main St.,
631.283.8108)
Written By Marina Zogbi

ARTIST SPOTLIGHT

Interview

Was there a creative allure in the Hamptons
that brought you here after leaving your career
as an advertising art director in the city?
My family started coming out to East Hampton
for the summers in 1968. So from an early age I
began to appreciate the artistic history of the area.
It was much later, in 1986, that I moved out here
full time and had the opportunity to become part
of the artistic community of the East End, meeting
some of the greats of that time, some who are still
the artistic mainstays of the East End as well as
my good friends and colleagues. I had always
painted, but the beauty of the area, along with the
inspiration of the artistic community, gave me a
thrilling impetus to make art full time.
Much of your artistic focus is on the natural
world and “creating a story” for yourself based
on what you see in these natural forms. Can
you give us an example of this in a particular
work?
Last year I worked on a project called The Sunflower
Diary, which was a series of paintings, as well as
an earthwork project and video. My connections to
nature have deepened. I went back to my childhood
memories of the magical properties of the natural
world; a more personal landscape of dreams and
imagination. I paint the faces of flowers, and
animals, like human faces, expressing feelings
of the moment, but also holding all the lines and
shadows of their past.
What are some of your most memorable
Hamptons exhibits?

BARBARA THOMAS
Barbara Thomas is a Hamptons-based artist whose paintings include landscapes, house and
garden portraits, sports paintings, animals, and more. Part of a family of talented artists,
her father, Fritz Siebel, was a successful commercial and children’s book illustrator, whose
credits include the 1958 Dr. Seuss-edited classic A Fly Went By as well as the Amelia Bedelia
series. Barbara has had many gallery shows in the East End, and in New York City as well
as other galleries around the country. Her work has been written about in major magazines
including Architectural Digest, Town and Country, Forbes, and others. Hamptons Monthly
was honored to speak with her recently...
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Making art is an intensely personal, vulnerable act.
When you get to the commercial stage it can be tricky.
I used to show with the late, great Elaine Benson
at her indoor/outdoor gallery in Bridgehampton.
Elaine was a real champion of artists famous and
not famous, and an enthusiastic promoter of my
early work. One year I brought my paintings over,
and several days later arrived at the opening. In the
central garden area was the sculpture/installation
of Suse Lowenstein commemorating the Lockerbie
Pan Am flight bombing in which her son died. The
lawn was covered with humungous sculptures of
hulking naked bodies, in every kind of position of
horror or grief imaginable. It was the opposite of
absolutely any philosophy I had whatsoever about
using art to symbolize existence. It hit you over the
head, whereas I preferred a quiet, more pensive

approach. There was nothing my paintings could
possibly do to have a voice in this sculpture’s midst.
So that was a memorable exhibit! On a better note
for me, at another show, former US Secretary of
Commerce and financier Pete Peterson loved one of
my paintings, and commissioned several paintings
of his property in Water Mill, and that began my
long and fruitful international career as a house,
garden, and property portraitist.
One of your paintings, a rooster called ‘Big
Daddy’, was recently bought by fellow East End
resident Alec Baldwin. How did that transpire?
This painting was part of a show at Estia’s Little
Kitchen in Sag Harbor that owner Colin Ambrose
invited me to do. Alec comes in to the restaurant
often to have breakfast, and he loved the painting.
I actually think of Alec Baldwin as a sort of a Big
Daddy in the East End. He’s incredibly talented
and involved. I’m thrilled to be in his collection.
What’s ahead for you?
A few years ago I returned to school and got my
MFA in visual arts. I am so proud to have added
this to my artistic accomplishments. I teach a lot
of painting, in my studio and at the Parrish Art
Museum. I give talks and write about artistic
processes. Lately, I have to keep rather copious
notes of my project ideas. I hardly know where to
begin I have so many! I am planning to make art
that goes beyond painting. I want to work directly
outdoors with garden and land projects. I would like
to work more with video. Meanwhile I am painting
away.

A BUTLER’S

MANOR
A TOP-NOTCH B&B EXPERIENCE

T

he name of Southampton’s most highly
rated Bed & Breakfast is no mere
whimsy.
British-born
Christopher
Allen, who owns the elegant establishment
with his wife Kimberly, was indeed a proper
English butler for more than 20 years. In
2002 the couple decided to combine his skills
overseeing estates with their joint experience
as caterers and opened A Butler’s Manor. Their
lovely inn provides the ultimate in personal
service and comfort.
The inn itself is a beautifully maintained
colonial structure, originally built in 1860
as the home of William Jagger, one of
Southampton’s earliest settlers. Situated on an
acre of lushly landscaped gardens, it has been
designated a New York State historic property.
Guests may choose from five beautifully
appointed rooms, each named and decorated
for five of the estates Chris managed during
his career in private service. Located off a
wide second-floor hallway accessible by both a
front and back staircase, each room includes
an en suite bath and is tastefully furnished.
Thoughtful amenities include homemade
cookies, seasonal fresh flowers, and deluxe spa
bathrobes. During the summer season, the inn
offers complimentary shuttle service to nearby
Cooper's Beach, as well as a beach bag with
fluffy, oversized beach towels and beach chairs
to borrow.
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Each morning during clement months,
guests can enjoy a full breakfast on the
Rose Garden patio, surrounded by Chris's
magnificent English garden. With birds singing
in the branches of the property’s 150-year-old
sycamore maple tree and a fountain burbling
in the background, the experience is nothing
short of blissful. Breakfast itself, lovingly
prepared by Kim and served on fine china and
crystal, is an unforgettable gourmet experience.
A fresh fruit course served with homemade
bread, muffins, or scones is followed by a hot
entrée, which alternates each day between
savoury and sweet. Guest favorites include
the much-craved Banana-Stuffed French
Toast, Chicken Sausage Frittata, ZucchiniCheddar Blintzes, and Kim’s exclusive Manor
House Omelette. Cereals and yogurt are also

available for those who want lighter fare. The
Allens make it a point to inquire about food
allergies and dietary restrictions beforehand,
so your meals will be enjoyable and 100
percent worry-free. (For those who just can’t
leave their rooms without that wake-up cup,
there’s freshly-brewed early-bird coffee and a
full assortment of teas available outside your
door each morning.)
And there’s more to A Butler’s Manor than
bed and breakfast. After an excursion perusing
the area’s quaint shops or visiting one of its
renowned beaches, you might want to take a
relaxing stroll through the grounds’ beautifully
landscaped rose, vegetable, and border gardens
leading to the inn’s full-sized (chemical-free)
saltwater pool. Take a refreshing dip or just
soak up the sun in a lounge chair on the deck.
Should the weather become disagreeable, just
head for the inn’s cozy living room and sink
into a reclining wingback chair; lose yourself
in a book from the library or try your hand
at the antique player piano. If you must, you
can check your email anytime using the free
WiFi service accessible from anywhere on the
property.
Though located close enough to major
roadways to allow easy access, A Butler’s Inn
is not on a heavily traveled road or in a busy
central location, guaranteeing a restful stay
that is a true getaway. The entire experience
will leave you feeling happy and well cared for,
the goal of any first-rate butler. (244 N. Main
St., 631.283.8550)
Written By Marina Zogbi

HAMPTONS

If you’re still detaching
yourself from the fast lane,
stop for breakfast (and free
WiFi) at Hampton Coffee
Company. This Zagat-rated
sit-down restaurant and
coffee bar has an open-toall approach to the early
hours of the day, welcoming
families and even pets.
They’re green, too, with a
solid recycling program and
solar panels for power. None
of this should distract you
from their appealing Mexican
grill menu or their tempting
brownie sundae. After all,
you’re on vacation now. (869
Montauk Hwy. 631.726.2633)

spotlight on:

WATER MILL

Duck Walk Vineyard

F

or a Disney-worthy trip to Ye Olde English Countryside without a passport, Water Mill
is the place. The charming village, largely overlooked by travelers headed east to its big
brothers farther out on the East End, is home to privacy-seeking celebrities from Richard

Gere to Matt Lauer, and for good reason: the “Hidden Hampton” is an intimate community that
relishes its solitude and proudly celebrates its history. Even the town name is a reference to New
York’s first watermill, built there in 1644. For a taste of that time, the town museum features a
quilt show; more contemporary delights, however, are available at the numerous bars, restaurants,
and other sights along Montauk Highway, all well worth a detour even if you, too, are headed to
Water Mill’s big brothers farther out on the East End.
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Once you’ve settled into
your down time, you’ll want
to grab dinner at Suki Zuki,
a no-reservations sushi spot
with a thoughtful sake list
and an inventive menu,
including a famously creative
tuna sandwich that is equal
parts sushi roll and burrito
(seriously). Simple dishes are
strong here, including basic
but generous and very fresh
salads, and the transportive
décor will put you firmly in a
Hamptons state of mind. (688
Montauk Hwy. 631.726.4600)
Feeling at ease? Double
down with a bottle from
the
wide-ranging
wine
list at Robert’s, where
international
selections
share space with local picks
from North Fork vineyards
and small-batch producers.
The farmhouse setting is
intimate and inviting, and
should you feel hungry, you
can always complement your
bottle with an antipasti or

Parrish Art Museum

more substantial secondi
from namesake Chef Robert
Durkin’s refined menu of
coastal Italian fare, including
a stand-out Rohan duck with
caramelized sweet potatoes.
(755
Montauk
Highway
631.726.7171)
Cocktail die-hards will feel
right at home at Red Stix,
a Chinese restaurant with
a playful bar program that
includes champagne, cognac,
and a selection of signature
cocktails. The bar is open
seven days a week, with live
DJs on Friday and Saturday
nights—and their lobster
salad, with chilled lobster,
frisee, asparagus, hard-boiled
egg, and citrus dressing
makes for a lavish snack,
especially while dancing
and sipping. For a warm
and hearty option, nothing
chases a cocktail like a soup
dumpling—and they’ve got
two kinds. (1020 Montauk
Highway 631.726.6200)
On a sunny day, the
vineyards of Long Island
are a sight to behold, and
nowhere more so than Duck
Walk Vineyards, where
you’ll also find live music

from 4 p.m. until 7 p.m.
on Friday afternoons and
cheese, crackers, and snacks
available for purchase to
complement the tastings
and bottles. If you’re feeling
adventurous, the Pour &
Pedal bicycle tours of the
region’s
wineries
depart
from here at 10 a.m. and
circuit through 13 miles of
New York’s gorgeous wine
country. (231 Montauk Hwy.
631.726.7555)
Hungry for a culture fix to go
with all that wine? Check out
Parrish Art Museum, and
be greeted by Lichtenstein on
the lawn: Tokyo Brushstroke
I & II, to be exact. Inside,
a rotating selection of
visiting exhibits and pieces
from the museum’s deep
permanent collection are
regularly on display. Devoted
to connecting individuals
with art and preserving the
Hamptons’ rich history of
caring for and supporting
visual artists, the museum is
a hidden gem and well worth
a visit, especially on a dreary
or drizzly afternoon. (279
Montauk Hwy. 631.283.2118)
Written By Leah Blewett

August 27- September 9

28

29

30

31 1
2

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

7:00pm
Mercedes Escobar
& Ishto Juevez
The Surf Lodge

6:00pm
Lynn Blue Band
The Montauk

6:00pm
Photocomfort
The Surf Lodge

6:00pm
Miss Velvet
The Surf Lodge

6:00pm
Hopefully Forgiven
Montauk Village
Green

8:00pm
Rhett Miller
Stephen Talkhouse
10:00pm
Big Sam’s Funky
Nation
Stephen Talkhouse

8:00pm
Lez Zeppelin
Stephen Talkhouse
10:30pm
LHT
Stephen Talkhouse

3
THURSDAY
7:00pm
Oak and Ash
The Surf Lodge
8:00pm
The Nancy Atlas
Project
Stephen Talkhouse
10:00pm
Hot Lava
Stephen Talkhouse

4
FRIDAY
8:00pm
Keb’ Mo’
Westhampton
Beach Performing
Arts Center
8:00pm
The English Beat
Stephen Talkhouse
10:00pm
Less Than Zero
Stephen Talkhouse

7:00pm
Suzanne Vega
Stephen Talkhouse

8:00pm
Isabel Rose
Stephen Talkhouse

9:00pm
VHS Collection
Stephen Talkhouse

5
SATURDAY
7:00pm
Buster Poindexter
Stephen Talkhouse
8:00pm
Spin Doctors
Guid Hall
10:30pm
Hello Brooklyn
Stephen Talkhouse

TUESDAY
6:00pm
The Sectionals
Stephen Talkhouse

WEDNESDAY
6:00pm
The Nancy Atlas
Project
Surf Lodge
8:00pm
Marigrace Dineen
& Co.
Stephen Talkhouse

6

7

8

9

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

7:00pm
Kitty, Daisy &
Lewis
Stephen Talkhouse

10:00pm
The Hackensack
Men & the Trenton
Horns
Stephen Talkhouse

8:00pm
John Hiatt
Westhampton
Beach Performing
Arts Center

MONDAY
1:00pm
Steeldrumania
Martha Clara
Vineyards

WEDNESDAY
6:00pm
The Nancy Atlas
Project
The Surf Lodge
10:00pm
Karaoke
Stephen Talkhouse

Photos: Platon

27

DON’T WAIT
ONE DAY MORE.

BROADWAY’S
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HAMPTONS EVENTS

August 27- September 9

28

29

30

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

5:00pm
Classic Car Cruise
Night
Peconic Riverfront

11:00am
Beatbox Fitness
Ruschmeyer’s

11:00am
Stirring the Pot:
Conversations
with Culinary
Celebrities
Guild Hall

9:00am
Studio Painting
The Art Barge

27

8:00pm
Long Island
Comedy Festival
Theater Three
10:00pm
Harbor Nights
Harlow East
Back Bar

2

6:30am
Paddlers for
Humanity Block
Island Challenge
Montauk
Lighthouse
9:00am
Holi Color Run
4-H Camp
8:00pm
Long Island
Comedy Festival
Theater Three

12:00pm
Oysters on the
Roanoke Vineyards
Piazza
Roanoke Vineyards

31

1

11:00am
The North
Fork Designer
Showhouse
8:30pm
Movie Night
Ruschmeyer’s

TUESDAY
7:00am
Southampton Open
Water Swimmers
Wyandanch Beach

3

WEDNESDAY
5:00pm
Pre-Rosh Hashana
Cooking Demo
Chabad of the
Hamptons
8:00pm
Bob Hope: One
Night with the
Entertainer of the
Century
Guild Hall

THURSDAY
6:00pm
Dan’s Field of
Dreams
Guild Hall
6:00pm
Seasons of
Southampton
Clambake
Seasons of
Southampton

4
FRIDAY
11:00am
Pop in the
Hamptons
Lucille Khornak
Gallery

5
SATURDAY
10:00am
Westhampton
Beach Festival of
the Arts
Great Lawn

6:00pm
Sounds of Summer
Parrish Art Museum 10:00pm
Harbor Nights
Harlow East

6
SUNDAY
1:00pm
“RAIN or SHINE”
New Paintings by
Max Moran
Jedediah Hawkins
Inn Barn Gallery
7:00pm & 9:00pm
The Hit Men…
Featuring the
Former Stars of
Frankie Valli &
The Four Seasons
Guild Hall

27

29

MONDAY
9:00am
Studio Painting
The Art Barge
4:00pm
Food Truck & Live
Music
Duck Walk
Vineyard

*not all events included*

